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5-Ingredient Mango Coconut Tapioca Pudding

Recipe makes 4 servings. 

 

MAKE AHEAD + NOTES:    

• Tapioca pudding can be made, cooled and refrigerated in closed container for 

puree can be made, cooled and refrigerated in closed container for 

the parfait can be covered with plastic wrap and 

• Substituting with Chia Seeds:  as mentioned in the blog post, the 

with chia seeds - just increase amount to 1/2 cup of chia seeds

the same amount of almond/coconut milks 

required for chia seeds.  Once soaked, s

puree and top with fresh mangos.  

 

INGREDIENTS 

For the coconut tapioca pudding: 

1/3 C uncooked small tapioca pearls

1 1/2 C unsweetened plain almond milk 

1 can of full fat coconut milk

1-2 tbsp pure maple syrup, depending on your sweet tooth and sweetness of your mango

1 tsp pure vanilla extract (optional)

For the mango layers: 

2 C diced mangoes, separated (about 
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Mango Coconut Tapioca Pudding 

Tapioca pudding can be made, cooled and refrigerated in closed container for 

puree can be made, cooled and refrigerated in closed container for 2-3 days.  Fully a

the parfait can be covered with plastic wrap and also stored refrigerated for 2-

Substituting with Chia Seeds:  as mentioned in the blog post, the tapioca pearls can be replaced 

just increase amount to 1/2 cup of chia seeds.  Soak the chia seeds directly in 

almond/coconut milks for 30 minutes up to overnight.  No cooking

required for chia seeds.  Once soaked, simply sweeten with maple syrup, layer with mango 

puree and top with fresh mangos.   

small tapioca pearls (see note above for substituting with chia seeds)

1 1/2 C unsweetened plain almond milk  

full fat coconut milk, approximately 14-oz  or 1 3/4 cups per can  

, depending on your sweet tooth and sweetness of your mango

1 tsp pure vanilla extract (optional) 

s, separated (about 3-4 small or fewer large mangos) 
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1 

2-3 days.  Mango 

Fully assembled, 

-3 days.  

tapioca pearls can be replaced 

.  Soak the chia seeds directly in 

No cooking is 

imply sweeten with maple syrup, layer with mango 

chia seeds) 

, depending on your sweet tooth and sweetness of your mangoes 
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METHOD 

1. In a medium pot, soak the tapioca pearls in the almond milk and coconut milk for about 1 hour in the 

fridge.  Bring the contents to a boil over medium heat until simmering

depend on brand of tapioca pearls. 

onward].  Turn the heat down to low and continu

constantly to encourage even cooking.  The tapioca pearls are done when 

with tiny pin-dots of opague still in the center 

tapioca pearls can become a mushy lump rather than pearls of chewiness).  Stir in desired amount of 

maple syrup (and vanilla extract if using).  Remove from stove and allow to cool to room temperature.

Once it has fully cooled, stir it around to tes

almond milk.   

2. Meanwhile, place 1 cup of the diced mango

To assemble, set out 4 small glasses or

the tapioca pudding, then top with fresh mango cubes.  That's all there is to it!  

S xx 
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In a medium pot, soak the tapioca pearls in the almond milk and coconut milk for about 1 hour in the 

fridge.  Bring the contents to a boil over medium heat until simmering.  [ Note added : cooking time may 

depend on brand of tapioca pearls.  Check for doneness aka transparency from 10 minutes 

Turn the heat down to low and continue on a gentle simmer for about 20 minutes, stirring 

constantly to encourage even cooking.  The tapioca pearls are done when they are mostly

dots of opague still in the center - they will continue cooking off heat.  (If overcooked

tapioca pearls can become a mushy lump rather than pearls of chewiness).  Stir in desired amount of 

maple syrup (and vanilla extract if using).  Remove from stove and allow to cool to room temperature.

Once it has fully cooled, stir it around to test for consistency.  If you prefer it thinner, simply add more 

2. Meanwhile, place 1 cup of the diced mangoes in a blender and puree until smooth.  

To assemble, set out 4 small glasses or jars.  Divide mango puree among them for the bottom 

the tapioca pudding, then top with fresh mango cubes.  That's all there is to it!  Enjoy!  
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In a medium pot, soak the tapioca pearls in the almond milk and coconut milk for about 1 hour in the 

[ Note added : cooking time may 

Check for doneness aka transparency from 10 minutes 

for about 20 minutes, stirring 

they are mostly translucent, 

(If overcooked, the 

tapioca pearls can become a mushy lump rather than pearls of chewiness).  Stir in desired amount of 

maple syrup (and vanilla extract if using).  Remove from stove and allow to cool to room temperature.  

t for consistency.  If you prefer it thinner, simply add more 

s in a blender and puree until smooth.   

them for the bottom layer, then 

Enjoy!   


